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ABSTRACT
We present a study of photometric redshift accuracy in the 3D-HST photometric catalogs, using
3D-HST grism redshifts to quantify and dissect trends in redshift accuracy for galaxies brighter than
HF140W < 24 with an unprecedented and representative high-redshift galaxy sample. We find an
average scatter of 0.0197±0.0003(1+z) in the Skelton et al. (2014) photometric redshifts. Photometric
redshift accuracy decreases with magnitude and redshift, but does not vary monotonically with color
or stellar mass. The 1-σ scatter lies between 0.01 − 0.03(1+z) for galaxies of all masses and colors
below z < 2.5 (for HF140W<24), with the exception of a population of very red (U − V > 2), dusty
star-forming galaxies for which the scatter increases to ∼ 0.1(1+z). Although the overall photometric
redshift accuracy for quiescent galaxies is better than for star-forming galaxies, scatter depends more
strongly on magnitude and redshift than on galaxy type. We verify these trends using the redshift
distributions of close pairs and extend the analysis to fainter objects, where photometric redshift
errors further increase to ∼ 0.046(1 + z) at HF160W = 26. We demonstrate that photometric redshift
accuracy is strongly filter-dependent and quantify the contribution of multiple filter combinations.
We evaluate the widths of redshift probability distribution functions and find that error estimates
are underestimated by a factor of ∼ 1.1 − 1.6, but that uniformly broadening the distribution does
not adequately account for fitting outliers. Finally, we suggest possible applications of these data in
planning for current and future surveys and simulate photometric redshift performance in the LSST,
DES, and combined DES and VHS surveys.
1. INTRODUCTION
Studies of the high-redshift Universe rely increasingly
upon photometric redshifts to identify and map the dis-
tribution of distant galaxies. These photometric redshifts
are estimated from the overall spectral shapes as traced
by catalogs of photometric data, as opposed to fitting one
or more spectroscopic features. Photometric redshift sur-
veys dramatically extend the possibilities of cosmological
and galaxy evolutionary studies by vastly increasing the
numbers and variety of galaxies beyond more observa-
tionally expensive spectroscopic galaxy surveys.
Because galaxy redshift is such a fundamental prop-
erty, understanding the errors in photometric redshift es-
timates is crucial for interpreting empirical findings. For
example, redshift uncertainties have been demonstrated
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to severely impact the measured evolution of the mass
function (e.g. Chen et al. 2003; Marchesini et al. 2009;
Muzzin et al. 2013). Photometric surveys can allow for
studies of large scale structure and galaxy clustering that
are inaccessible to spectroscopic surveys, but the mod-
eling of results depends strongly on understanding the
redshift uncertainties (e.g. Chen et al. 2003; Quadri et al.
2008; Wake et al. 2011; McCracken et al. 2015; So ltan &
Chodorowski 2015). In order to fully model the effects
of photometric redshifts we must quantify their accuracy,
which itself can depend on redshift and galaxy proper-
ties.
Traditionally, photometric redshift accuracy is tested
by direct comparison between measured redshifts and
true redshifts for a subset of a catalog with followup spec-
troscopy (e.g. Skelton et al. 2014; Dahlen et al. 2013).
Alternatively, several groups have identified novel meth-
ods of testing photometric redshift accuracy using the
clustering properties of galaxies (e.g. Newman 2008; Ben-
jamin et al. 2010; Quadri & Williams 2010). Finally, a
number of studies of photometric redshift accuracy have
been conducted based on simulated mock galaxy catalogs
(e.g. Ascaso et al. 2015). The first method is the most
direct, but is typically biased towards very specific sam-
ples and the brightest galaxies for which spectroscopic
redshifts are feasible: primarily at z < 1 and for star-
forming galaxies with bright emission lines. The second
class of methods have different possible implementations,
but in general these require large data sets, can lack sen-
sitivity to certain types of systematic redshift errors or to
catastrophic failures, and the results may be difficult to
interpret. Although mock catalogs are an attractive al-
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ternative and require no additional data, they are funda-
mentally limited by their ability to match the empirical
diversity of an evolving galaxy population.
Several methods of fitting photometric redshifts and
many software packages and libraries and exist within the
community. Given the same data, each method will pro-
duce subtly different results (e.g. Hogg et al. 1998; Hilde-
brandt et al. 2008, 2010; Abdalla et al. 2011). Recently,
Dahlen et al. (2013) published an extensive study evalu-
ating the accuracy of redshifts produced by various pho-
tometric codes, focusing on the direct comparison of ob-
jects with spectroscopic redshifts in the CANDELS (Cos-
mic Assembly Near-infrared Deep Extragalactic Legacy
Survey) fields, including a sample with deeper Hubble
Space Telescope (HST ) grism spectroscopic redshifts to
extend the analysis to high redshift. Although the study
investigated some trends in photometric redshift accu-
racy with galaxy properties, it is fundamentally limited
to the availability of spectroscopic redshifts.
The 3D-HST survey (Brammer et al. 2012; Skelton
et al. 2014, PI: P. van Dokkum) provides a unique op-
portunity to directly test the photometric redshift ac-
curacy in the CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koeke-
moer et al. 2011) and 3D-HST fields. The data from
this HST Legacy program combined with those from
the AGHAST (A Grism H-Alpha SpecTroscopic) sur-
vey (PI: B. Weiner) include low-resolution grism spec-
troscopy across ∼ 70% of the CANDELS/3D-HST imag-
ing footprint. This uniform spectroscopic coverage allows
for unprecedented grism spectroscopic estimates of the
true redshifts for thousands of galaxies beyond z > 1.
Using grism redshifts, we can quantify the redshift ac-
curacy of photometric catalogs in these fields for a suffi-
ciently large and unbiased sample of high-redshift (z < 3)
galaxies. In this Paper, we evaluate the photometric red-
shift accuracy in the HST/WFC3(Wide Field Camera 3)-
selected photometric catalogs produced by the 3D-HST
collaboration (Skelton et al. 2014). Although we focus
our investigation on photometric redshifts derived by the
EAZY code (Brammer et al. 2008), we expect the conclu-
sions to be similar for different algorithms given that
Dahlen et al. (2013) found no strong differences amongst
different methodologies and codes for a similar dataset.
Additionally, although that study recommended median
combining photometric redshifts using a multitude of fit-
ting techniques, the EAZY code was run by three different
groups and consistently produced relatively low scatter
and outlier fractions amongst the suite of redshift tests.
In this work, we aim to quantify trends in the scatter
between photometric and true redshifts as a function of
galaxy properties as well as the occurrence rates of catas-
trophic failures.
Given the ultimate goal of quantifying photometric
redshift performance in the 3D-HST catalogs, this Pa-
per is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes
the 3D-HST dataset. Section 3 quantifies the accuracy
of photometric redshifts of the full detected sample and
as a function of galaxy properties by comparison with
spectroscopic and grism redshifts in addition to an anal-
ysis of close pairs. Section 4 discusses the relationship
between photometric redshift accuracy and photometric
bandpasses included in the redshift fitting. Section 5 ad-
dresses the use of the full photometric probability distri-
bution function of redshift as opposed to a single-valued
photometric redshifts. Section 6 extends the analysis of
filter-dependence to simulate photometric redshift per-
formance in the DES, DES plus VHS, and LSST surveys.
Finally, we summarize the major results of the study in
Section 7.
Throughout this paper we assume a concordance cos-
mology (H0 = 70km s
−1 Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ =
0.7) and quote all magnitudes in the AB system.
2. DATA
2.1. Sources of Data
The primary data in this paper are collected from the
HST/WFC3-selected v4.1 photometric (Skelton et al.
2014) and grism catalogs (Momcheva et al. 2015) pro-
duced by the 3D-HST collaboration over ∼900 square ar-
cminutes in five extragalactic fields: AEGIS, COSMOS,
GOODS-North, GOODS-South, and UDS. The pho-
tometric catalogs include PSF-matched aperture pho-
tometry from a multitude of multi-wavelength (0.3µm-
8.0µm) ground and space-based images (Dickinson et al.
2003; Steidel et al. 2003; Capak et al. 2004; Giavalisco
et al. 2004; Erben et al. 2005; Hildebrandt et al. 2006;
Sanders et al. 2007; Taniguchi et al. 2007; Barmby
et al. 2008; Furusawa et al. 2008; Wuyts et al. 2008;
Erben et al. 2009; Hildebrandt et al. 2009; Nonino
et al. 2009; Cardamone et al. 2010; Retzlaff et al.
2010; Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011; Kaji-
sawa et al. 2011; Whitaker et al. 2011; Brammer et al.
2012; Bielby et al. 2012; Hsieh et al. 2012; McCracken
et al. 2012; Ashby et al. 2013). Objects are detected
from combined CANDELS/3D-HST HST/WFC3 images
(JF125W ,HF140W ,and HF160W ). Photometric catalogs
were produced using the MOPHONGO (Multiresolution
Object PHotometry ON Galaxy Observations) code (I.
Labbe´ et al., in preparation).
The 3D-HST Treasury Survey is primarily a 248 or-
bit grism spectroscopic survey, providing HST/WFC3
G141 near-infrared grism spectroscopy (λ = 1.1−1.7µm)
in four of the five CANDELS/3D-HST (Grogin et al.
2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) fields (AEGIS, COS-
MOS, GOODS-S, and UDS). Additional HST/WFC3
G141 grism spectroscopy in the GOODS-N field is in-
cluded from the AGHAST survey (GO-11600, P.I.: B.
Weiner). The combined dataset covers a total of ∼ 600
square arcminutes with an average two-orbit depth. Ob-
jects selected from the 3D-HST photometric catalogs are
matched in the grism data, extracted, and analyzed uni-
formly by the 3D-HST collaboration (Brammer et al.
2012; Momcheva et al. 2015). All extracted spectra are
jointly fit along with the photometric data to provide
grism redshifts for all objects brighter than JHIR ≤ 26,
where JHIR is based on flux in the combined F124W ,
F140W , and F160W images. Grism spectra and red-
shift fits for all 23,564 galaxies brighter than JHIR < 24
are visually inspected to determine grism quality flags
(use zgrism). Although redshift fits exist for fainter ob-
jects in the 3D-HST catalogs, we only include grism red-
shifts with these quality flags in this analysis. We adopt
the term grism redshift (zgrism) to describe these low res-
olution spectroscopic redshifts to distinguish from tradi-
tional high resolution spectroscopic redshifts (zspec). The
uniform spectroscopic coverage of the survey is crucial to
the current investigation. For a complete description of
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Figure 1. Distribution of galaxies in the full photometric, grism, and spectroscopic redshift samples in stellar mass, apparent magnitude,
rest-frame U-V color, and redshift. The grism redshift sample better reflects the distribution of properties of the photometric sample,
particularly in faint and high redshift galaxies. Dotted orange histogram indicates the sample of grism redshifts that provide estimates of
ztrue that are independent from photometric redshifts, as identified by decreased redshift uncertainty when the grism spectra are included
in redshift fits.
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Figure 2. Distribution of star forming (SF) and quiescent (Q) galaxies in the spectroscopic sample (hatched blue and red histograms)
and the grism sample (solid blue and red histograms) with tightened redshift uncertainties in stellar mass, apparent magnitude, rest-frame
U-V color, and redshift. In addition to its improved completeness at faint magnitudes (HF140W & 21) and high redshifts (z & 1), it is clear
that the sampling of the galaxy populations in those regimes is dramatically improved for the 3D-HST grism redshifts.
the 3D-HST survey see Brammer et al. (2012), the pho-
tometric catalogs see Skelton et al. (2014), and the grism
spectra see Momcheva et al. (2015).
The 3D-HST catalogs also include a vast collection
of spectroscopic redshifts from ground-based spectro-
scopic surveys of these well-studied fields. In the
AEGIS field, spectroscopic redshifts are matched with
the DEEP2 DR4 survey (Cooper et al. 2012; Newman
et al. 2013). In COSMOS, redshifts are collected from
the zCOSMOS survey (Lilly et al. 2007), and a collec-
tion of MMT/Hectospec redshifts (Kriek et al., in prep.).
GOODS-N redshifts are included from Kajisawa et al.
(2010), which includes data from a number of other sur-
veys (Yoshikawa et al. 2010; Barger et al. 2008; Reddy
et al. 2006; Treu et al. 2005; Wirth et al. 2004; Cowie
et al. 2004; Cohen et al. 2000; Cohen 2001; Dawson
et al. 2001). In GOODS-S, redshifts are collected from
the FIREWORKS catalog (Wuyts et al. 2008). Finally,
redshifts in the UDS are collected from the UDS Not-
tingham webpage, including data from (Yamada et al.
2005; Simpson et al. 2006; van Breukelen et al. 2007;
Geach et al. 2007; Ouchi et al. 2008; Smail et al. 2008;
Ono et al. 2010; Simpson et al. 2012; Akiyama et al.
2015), IMACS/Magellan redshifts (Papovich et al. 2010),
an VLT X-shooter redshift from van de Sande et al.
(2013), and Keck/DEIMOS redshifts (Bezanson et al.
2013, 2015).
Photometric redshifts from Skelton et al. (2014) cata-
logs are determined using the EAZY code (Brammer et al.
2008), which fits the spectral energy distribution (SED)
of each galaxy with a library of galaxy templates and
outputs the full probability distribution function (PDF)
with redshift; see Skelton et al. (2014) for a complete
description of this fitting. These fits utilize the default
EAZY template set, which includes: five PE´GASE (Fioc
& Rocca-Volmerange 1997) stellar population synthesis
models, a young, dusty template, and an old, red galaxy
template that is described in Whitaker et al. (2011). We
adopt zpeak, or the peak redshift marginalized over the
PDF as a galaxy’s photometric redshift (zphot) in Sections
3 and 4 of this paper. In §5 we return to investigate the
accuracy of the full photometric PDFs, assessing their
overall widths. Grism redshifts that are obtained from
joint fits to the photometry and HST - WFC3 slitless
grism spectra from the 3D-HST survey. A full discussion
of the redshift fitting can be found in Momcheva et al.
(2015). In short, each two-dimensional grism spectrum
is fit with a combination of EAZY continuum templates
and a Dobos et al. (2012) emission line template, with
a prior imposed by the photometric redshift probability
distribution function.
Derived properties are included from the version 4.1.4
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Table 1
Number of Galaxies in Each Sample
Total AEGIS COSMOS GOODSN GOODSS UDS
Full Spectroscopic Sample
4805 1094 420 1836 1280 175
Full Grism Sample
17732 3139 3576 3338 4260 3419
Grism Sample with Narrowed PDFsa
10190 2032 1719 2148 2234 2057
Quiescent Grism Sample with Narrowed PDFsa
1026 180 175 204 257 210
Star-Forming Grism Sample with Narrowed PDFsa
9164 1852 1544 1944 1977 1847
Note. — Total number of galaxies in each redshift sample. The
narrowed grism redshift sample is over twice the size of the spec-
troscopic redshift sample and is much more representative of high
redshifts (z & 1), faint magnitudes (H140W & 21), and for qui-
escent galaxies. The grism redshifts are evenly spread across the
CANDELS/3D-HST fields.
a Narrowed PDFs refer to galaxies for which the 68% confidence
interval for z gris is less than or equal to half that of z phot to
minimize correlated measurement errors.
3DHST catalogs (Momcheva et al. 2015). These fits as-
sume either the spectroscopic or grism redshift of each
galaxy when available Momcheva et al. (2015) or pho-
tometric redshifts (Skelton et al. 2014) in the full CAN-
DELS footprint, derived as follows. Rest-frame colors
are estimated for all galaxies following Brammer et al.
(2011), also using the EAZY code. Stellar population pa-
rameters are calculated using the FAST code (Kriek et al.
2009) using Single Stellar Population (SSP) models from
Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and assuming exponentially
declining star formation histories, solar metallicity, and
a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. Galaxies with
good photometry are identified by a use flag (use phot=1
flag in the 3D-HST catalogs), which indicates that an ob-
ject is not a star, is not near a bright star, has at least
two exposures in F125W and F160W images, is detected
in F160W , and has non-catastrophic redshift and stellar
population fits.
We adopt the maximum probability redshift,
z max gris, from the 3D-HST catalogs as the grism
redshift (zgris) in this paper. A consequence of the
inclusion of the photometric data in this fitting method
is that the photometric and grism redshift estimates
are not completely independent measurements. When
investigating the scatter between the two correlated
measurements, we only include galaxies for which
the addition of the grism spectrum added significant
information to the fit, as quantified by a tightened
probability distribution, such that the 68% confidence
interval for the zgris is less than half of that for zphot
(discussed in more detail in §3.2).
2.2. Properties of the Sample
Figure 1 indicates the distribution of HF140W ≤ 24
galaxies in the 3D-HST catalogs with photometric red-
shifts (green), grism redshifts (orange), and spectroscopic
redshifts (purple) as a function of stellar mass, apparent
HF140W magnitude, rest-frame U-V color, and redshift.
The full grism sample is included as the orange histogram
in Figure 1 and the effect of excluding possibly correlated
redshift fits is indicated by the dotted orange histogram.
The number of galaxies in each sample, both overall and
in each field, is included in Table 1. Although this cut
is roughly uniform across galaxy properties, this has the
effect of preferentially excluding low redshift (z . 0.7)
galaxies, where the wavelength coverage of the G141
grism provides little spectral information. While this di-
minishes the utility of grism redshifts at low redshift, we
emphasize that at these redshifts spectroscopic samples
are much more representative of the overall population
of galaxies. We further investigate the extent and con-
sequences of possible correlations between photometric
and grism redshifts in §3.2.
We highlight the bias of spectroscopic redshift surveys
towards star-forming galaxies at the faint and high red-
shift ends of the distributions. To demonstrate this, we
use rest-frame U − V and V − J color criteria to dis-
tinguish between star-forming and quiescent galaxies in
the 3D-HST catalogs, using the thresholds defined by
Whitaker et al. (2012). Solid histograms in Figure 2
show the number of star forming galaxies (blue) and qui-
escent galaxies (red) with 3D-HST grism redshifts and
narrowed redshift PDFs. The distribution of galaxies
with spectroscopic redshifts is indicated by dotted lines
and lighter histograms. Although the distributions of
spectroscopic and photometric redshifts are similar in
stellar mass and U − V color, the number of quiescent
galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts dwindles dramat-
ically fainter than HF140W & 21 and at high redshift
(z & 1). This is specifically the regime in which the
grism redshifts are especially important.
It is clear from Figure 1 that the number of galaxies in
the grism sample is nearly an order of magnitude larger
than for the spectroscopic sample, but more importantly
it more closely follows the distribution of the photomet-
ric catalog. Primarily, these redshifts include many more
faint objects and galaxies at high (z > 1) redshifts. Fur-
thermore, the grism redshifts include vastly better sam-
pling of the quiescent galaxy population improving by
more than an order of magnitude on the number of qui-
escent galaxies at faint magnitudes and high redshifts,
although these numbers are still small.
3. PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT ACCURACY:
QUANTIFYING SCATTER AND FAILURE RATES
The strongest test of photometric redshift performance
given a fitting methodology can be obtained by com-
paring photometric redshifts to true redshifts for a sub-
set of detected objects that reflects the parameter space
spanned by the photometric catalogs themselves. Spec-
troscopic surveys provide excellent datasets with which
to perform these tests, but are often quite biased either
due to selection criteria or measurement failures. Due
to its untargeted nature, redshifts determined from the
3D-HST grism spectra are not susceptible to these selec-
tion biases. In fact, the distribution of galaxies in the
grism sample very closely follows that of the full photo-
metric sample down to HF140W ≤ 24 with a slight offset
due to the smaller footprints (see Figures 1 and 2). Fur-
thermore, we note that spectroscopic redshifts do not
always represent the true redshift, either due to errors in
spectroscopic analysis or misidentification of photometric
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Figure 3. Grism vs. Spectroscopic redshift, Photometric vs. Spectroscopic redshift, and Photometric vs. Grism redshift for all galaxies
with spectroscopic redshifts in the 3D-HST catalogs. The scatter is lower between spectroscopic and grism redshifts than with photometric
redshifts; however the outlier fraction is similar for grism and photometric redshifts.
counterparts.
In order to test the accuracy of the photometric red-
shifts in the 3D-HST/CANDELS fields, particularly for
faint, high-redshift, and/or quiescent galaxies we bene-
fit significantly by using grism redshifts, instead of those
from higher resolution spectroscopy, as a proxy for the
true redshifts of galaxies in the catalogs. In this Sec-
tion we demonstrate the feasibility of using the grism
redshifts in this way and test the photometric redshift
performance in the 3D-HST catalogs.
3.1. Spectroscopic Sample
We begin by identifying a subset of 2993 galaxies in
the 3D-HST catalogs with photometric, grism, and spec-
troscopic redshifts. Taking the spectroscopic redshift to
be the true value, the scatter between redshift estimates
is indicative of the errors in the photometric and grism
redshifts. For the following tests, we compare all three
redshifts for the full spectroscopic sample. Comparisons
with the spectroscopic redshifts may yield the best es-
timate of redshift measurement errors, since these are
more precise measurements of ztrue and the grism and
photometric redshift measurements may be correlated.
However the spectroscopic sample will always be smaller
and more biased than the grism redshifts.
In Figure 3 we show the photometric, grism, spec-
troscopic redshift comparisons. Outlier thresholds of
|∆ z|/(1 + z) > 0.1 are indicated by dotted lines in each
panel. Qualitatively, the left panel (grism vs. spectro-
scopic redshift) exhibits less scatter than the center (pho-
tometric vs. spectroscopic redshift) panel.
We quantify the scatter in ∆ z/(1 + z) using the nor-
malized median absolute deviation (NMAD) as:
σNMAD = 1.48×median(|∆ z|/(1 + z)). (1)
This measure of scatter is sensitive to the median devi-
ations but less sensitive to catastrophic redshift failures
than an RMS scatter. The outlier fraction is defined as
the fraction of galaxies with |∆z|/(1+z) > 0.1, although
we find similar results with different definitions of this
quantity. We emphasize that this definition of outliers
does not include formal errors; we return to evaluating
the redshift accuracy with respect to photometric red-
shift error estimates in §5. In this and subsequent sec-
tions, we only calculate scatter and outlier fraction for
subsamples with more than ten galaxies. Figure 4 shows
the scatter and outlier fraction as a function of mass,
HF140W magnitude, rest-frame U-V color, and redshift
for the spectroscopic sample. All comparisons are made
for the same sample of galaxies: photometric versus spec-
troscopic redshifts in orange, grism versus spectroscopic
in green, and photometric versus grism in purple. Errors
in each measurement are estimated via bootstrap resam-
pling of the full sample. The average value for each sam-
ple is indicated by the colored horizontal band in each
panel and average scatter and outlier fractions are re-
ported in Table 2.
One concern in interpreting accuracies derived from
comparisons with spectroscopic redshifts is the possibil-
ity that published spectroscopic redshifts can also be er-
roneous. The spectroscopic redshift catalog contains only
high-quality redshifts, as assessed by each independent
study, however there is still the possibility that the spec-
troscopic measurement was not assigned to the correct
object in the 3D-HST catalogs. Spectroscopic counter-
parts in the 3D-HST catalogs were matched within a
radius of 0′′.5 (Skelton et al. 2014). Although this is a
conservative matching aperture, misidentification of pho-
tometric counterparts due to faulty astrometry or close
neighbors, could falsely boost the measured rate of catas-
trophic failures in photometric redshift estimations. We
can minimize this possibility by only including spectro-
scopic redshifts for galaxies with a unique counterpart
in the 3D-HST photometric catalogs, removing galaxies
from the sample for which there was at least one neigh-
boring galaxy within 3′′ for which the spectroscopic red-
shift falls inside of the 95% confidence interval of the
photometric P(z). The scatter and outlier fractions for
this sample are included as filled symbols in Figure 4.
This aggressive cut decreases the sample to 1654 galax-
ies. However, the effect on scatter and outlier fractions
is extremely subtle. Therefore, the catastrophic redshift
failures cannot be explained simply by incorrect compar-
isons, but note that there additional errors in spectro-
scopic redshift identification could also contribute these
outliers.
A number of overall trends appear in each column.
Scatter between grism and spectroscopic redshifts is
much lower than for photometric redshifts, but the out-
lier fraction is comparable. The outlier fractions are
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Figure 4. Redshift Accuracy for 3D-HST galaxies with spectroscopic, photometric, and grism redshifts. Each column includes NMAD
scatter (top row) and outlier fraction (bottom row) for this sample as a function of stellar mass (left column), HF140W magnitude (second
column), rest-frame U-V color (third column), and redshift (fourth column). Comparison between spectroscopic and grism redshifts is
included with green symbols, spectroscopic and photometric redshifts in orange, and grism and photometric redshifts in purple. Filled
symbols include only galaxies without neighbors within 3” to eliminate possible spec-z misidentifications; this does not significantly decrease
outlier fractions. Scatter between grism and spectroscopic redshifts is much lower than for photometric redshifts, but the outlier fraction is
similar. Scatter between photometric redshifts and grism redshifts is extremely similar to scatter with spectroscopic redshifts, suggesting
grism redshifts can also be used as a proxy for true redshift.
lower between grism and photometric redshifts, suggest-
ing that the two measurements are correlated. The
NMAD scatter between photometric redshifts and grism
or spectroscopic redshifts is strikingly similar, both on
average and as a function of galaxy properties. In most
cases the measurements completely overlap. This sug-
gests that if grism redshifts are used to evaluate the ac-
curacy of photometric redshifts, σNMAD will be a robust
indication of the scatter about ztrue.
The outlier fraction is ∼ 2 times lower for the grism
redshifts compared to the spectroscopic redshifts, which
suggests the existence of correlated errors if the grism
catastrophic redshift failures are a subset of photomet-
ric failures. We investigate how much of this is driven
by cases where the spectroscopic redshifts are not accu-
rately identifying ztrue. We visually inspect the spec-
tral energy distributions and images of the 54 outliers
(|zspec − zgris|/(1 + zspec) > 0.1), 7 of which are not
|zphot − zgris| > 0.1 outliers. First, we find that ∼ 40%
(21) of the galaxies are below zgris = 0.7, where the G141
grism provides little additional information due to a lack
of spectral features. Additionally, many of these out-
liers (33%, 18) are in the GOODS-N MODS compilation
(Kajisawa et al. 2010), which does not have quality flags.
Furthermore, the grism spectra caught emission lines for
10 (19%) of these galaxies. Finally, the grism spectra are
extracted using the photometric positions and therefore,
in the absence of blending in the HST imaging, they are
not susceptible to misidentification. We conclude that
for a significant fraction of catastrophic redshift outliers,
the grism provides estimates of true redshifts of the pho-
tometric objects in the catalog that are as good or better
than the spectroscopic redshifts and this difference could
account for the difference in outlier fractions.
Photometric redshift errors increase with both HF140W
magnitude and redshift in a comparison with either spec-
troscopic or grism redshifts for the spectroscopic sample,
as found by Dahlen et al. (2013). We find very little
correlation between redshift accuracy and stellar mass,
and a non-monotonic but clear trend of decreasing scat-
ter for the reddest colors. Although it is tempting to
interpret trends in redshift accuracy shown in Figure 4,
we caution that these are based on a heterogeneous (and
biased) spectroscopic sample. In particular, the outlier
fraction increases dramatically with redshift at z > 1.5.
However, this is also where the size of the spectroscopic
sample dwindles. One takeaway is that for this sample
of galaxies for which spectroscopic redshifts are obtain-
able (and perhaps easy), the grism redshifts are excellent
(NMAD scatter is low), but the outlier fraction is similar
to that of the photometric redshifts. The spectroscopic
subsample is too small to disentangle trends in both red-
shift and mass; for this we must utilize grism redshifts
for a larger sample.
3.2. How Correlated are Grism and Photometric
Redshifts?
The 3D-HST grism redshift fits are made using a joint
fit to the photometric catalogs and grism spectra; the re-
sulting redshift estimates may be correlated with purely
photometric redshifts. In this Section we assess the mag-
nitude of this correlation and therefore the utility of
grism redshifts as an independent estimate of true red-
shift. For this test, we include the full sample with spec-
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exhibit a fair amount of scatter. Minimal correlated residuals between photometric and grism redshifts suggest that grism redshifts provide
an independent measurement of an object’s true redshift.
troscopic and grism redshifts, investigating the residuals
between the spectroscopic, or true, redshift of a galaxy
and its photometric and grism redshift.
Figure 5 shows the residuals with respect to spectro-
scopic redshift in photometric versus grism redshift. In
each panel, the large symbols indicate galaxies for which
the grism redshift P(z) is tightened with respect to that
of the photometric redshift (68% confidence interval of
zgris is narrower than that of zphot by a factor of 0.5),
the small symbols show the remainder of the sample.
This criterion does not severely impact the demograph-
ics of galaxies with grism redshifts (dashed orange lines
in Figure 1), but does minimize the effect of correlated
residuals. In this Section we aim to quantify the effects
of correlated errors on this sample; in subsequent sec-
tions we will use only grism redshifts to test photomet-
ric redshifts. Dotted lines indicate our adopted outlier
threshold (|∆z|/(1 + z) = 0.1).
Figure 5(a) shows the residuals with linear scaling. An
interesting feature of the left panel is the vertical trend,
indicating a subsample of galaxies for which the grism
identifies the spectroscopic redshift, but the photomet-
ric redshifts exhibit higher residuals. Only a small frac-
tion of galaxies lie along the diagonal trend, on which
photometric and grism redshifts exhibit strongly corre-
lated residuals, particularly for the subset of galaxies
with “tightened” PDFs. Only ∼3% of galaxies are out-
liers in both photometric and grism redshifts for the total
sample, however ∼ 70% of photometric outliers are also
outliers in grism redshifts. For galaxies with tightened
PDFs, this correlated outlier rate is lower at ∼ 2%. For
this sample, ∼ 50% photometric outliers are also grism
outliers. The true rate of correlated redshift failure could
be even lower. From visual inspections of images, SEDs,
and grism spectra, we find that 33% of the galaxies with
tightened PDFs and correlated residuals have possible
neighbors that could contribute to zspec misidentifica-
tion and 42% of the grism spectra include an identified
emission line, suggesting that the grism redshift is the
true redshift.
The Figure 5(b) shows the absolute value of the photo-
metric and grism redshift residuals. In logarithmic scal-
ing, galaxies preferentially lie above the diagonal line,
indicating that grism redshifts have smaller residuals
than photometric redshifts. The scatter is higher for the
photometric residuals (∼ 0.037) than grism redshifts (
∼ 0.0145), when correlated residuals (> 0.05 in both)
are excluded. The cut in grism redshift uncertainty elim-
inates a large fraction of high residual and correlated
objects in this projection. Only a small fraction (2%
of tightened sample) of all galaxies lie on the diagonal
trend of correlated errors. Therefore, scatter and out-
lier fractions between photometric and grism redshifts
will be dominated by the independent accuracy of each
redshift estimate, but will not be artificially reduced by
correlated errors.
3.3. Beyond Spec-zs: Trends in Photometric Redshift
Accuracy with Mass, Magnitude, Color, & Redshift
3.3.1. Testing Photometric Redshifts with Grism Redshifts
We have demonstrated that 3D-HST grism redshifts
can be used to provide a measurement of ztrue and as-
sess photometric redshift quality, improving upon the se-
vere biases inherent with using spectroscopic redshifts.
In this Section we utilize the full sample of grism red-
shifts to investigate the variation in photometric red-
shift performance. For this test, we include all galaxies
with good photometry and grism redshifts (use phot =
8 Bezanson et al.
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1, use zgrism =1) and narrowed PDFs (as defined in the
previous Section). The uniformity and size of the sample
of galaxies with grism redshifts, as opposed to a spectro-
scopic sample (see Figures 1 and 2), allows us to dissect
trends photometric redshift accuracy in mass, apparent
magnitude, galaxy color, and redshift.
Figure 6 demonstrates trends in NMAD scatter (top
row) and outlier fraction (bottom row) as a function
of stellar mass and magnitude in the HF140W imaging
(first and second columns: split into redshift ranges)
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Table 2
Scatter and Outlier Fraction in Spectroscopic Sample
S1 S2 σNMAD Outlier %
Full Spectroscopic Samplea
Phot Spec 0.0158± 0.0005 4.6%± 0.4
Gris Spec 0.0038± 0.0001 4.2%± 0.4
Phot Gris 0.0156± 0.0005 2.1%± 0.3
Spectroscopic Sample without possible mis-IDsb
Phot Spec 0.0148± 0.0006 4.2%± 0.5
Gris Spec 0.0042± 0.0002 3.3%± 0.4
Phot Gris 0.0148± 0.0007 1.8%± 0.3
Grism Sample with Narrowed PDFsc
Phot Gris 0.0197± 0.0003 3.7%± 0.2
Grism Sample with Narrowed PDFs (Star-Forming)c
Phot Gris 0.0201± 0.0003 3.9%± 0.2
Grism Sample with Narrowed PDFs (Quiescent)c
Phot Gris 0.0162± 0.0008 2.1%± 0.5
Note. — Average scatter and outlier fraction between photomet-
ric, grism, and spectroscopic redshifts in the 3D-HST survey.
a Sample selection: z spec> 0, use phot= 1, use zgrism= 1
b Sample selection: z spec> 0, use phot= 1, use zgrism= 1, no
neighbors within 3′′ for which z spec falls within 95% confidence
interval for z phot.
c Sample selection: use phot= 1, use zgrism= 1, 68% confidence
interval for z gris less than or equal to half that of z phot.
and redshift and U-V color (third and fourth columns:
split by stellar mass). The average scatter and frac-
tion are indicated by the gray band in each panel. On
average, the scatter between zphot and zgris is slightly
higher than that of the spectroscopic sample (σNMAD =
0.0197± 0.0003 versus σNMAD = 0.0148± 0.0006 for the
zspec comparison). There are certain mass and redshift
ranges for which the outlier fraction increases dramati-
cally, but part of this seems to be driven by uncertain
grism redshifts or small subsample size.
The NMAD scatter does not depend strongly on stel-
lar mass or UV color, with the minor exception of galaxy
populations such as extremely red high redshift galaxies
that are likely to be ill-fit (lower left panel). However,
by using this unique dataset, it is apparent that the frac-
tion of photometric redshifts that will catastrophically
fail in estimating the true redshift of a galaxy depends
strongly on the properties of and distance to the galaxy.
For example, the outlier fraction for low mass galaxies is
extremely low (. 5%) at low redshift (z < 1.5) and for
those with blue colors, but increases by a factor of ∼ 2−3
at higher redshifts. The outlier fraction of massive galax-
ies (log(M?/M) > 10.5) is a factor of ∼ 2 higher than
average at all but the highest and lowest redshift bins.
We note that increased scatter or outlier fractions in
this sample could indicate regimes in which either photo-
metric or grism redshifts, or both, are less accurate. For
example low-mass galaxies at z ∼ 2 exhibit large outlier
fractions, even though the σNMAD is less dependent on
these properties.
Another key question is how photometric redshift per-
formance depends on galaxy type. Directly testing this
is uniquely possible with the 3D-HST dataset. Figure 7
includes the same trends in scatter and outlier fraction,
but now indicates the trends for U − V and V − J iden-
tified star-forming (blue stars) and quiescent (red cir-
cles) galaxies. Overall, photometric redshifts are more
accurate for quiescent galaxies than star-forming galax-
ies in scatter and outlier fractions, as indicated by the
red and blue bands. This can be readily understood
because quiescent galaxies have stronger Balmer/4000A˚
breaks which are easily identified in broad or medium
band photometry. Above z ∼ 2.5, the Lyman break for
star-forming galaxies begins to fall into the optical pho-
tometric bands and improves photometric redshift accu-
racies (see also e.g. Whitaker et al. 2011).
Additionally, trends in these panels are extremely help-
ful in interpreting Figure 6. For example, although the
scatter of the full sample does not depend on stellar mass,
scatter increases to ∼ 0.03(1 + z) for star-forming galax-
ies above M∗ > 1011M. Similarly, the increasing out-
lier fraction (up to ∼ 10%) is due to star-forming galax-
ies alone; photometric redshift accuracy does not appear
to depend on stellar mass for quiescent galaxies. On
the other hand, photometric redshift accuracy decreases
more dramatically with magnitude for quiescent galaxies
(rising from σNMAD ∼ 0.008 at HF140W ∼ 18 to ∼ 0.03
at the faint end versus star-forming galaxies, which ex-
hibit σNMAD ∼ 0.02 at all magnitudes.
Perhaps the most striking trend is with rest-frame
color, where photometric redshift error and outlier frac-
tions dramatically increase to σNMAD = 0.11 and ∼ 37%
outliers at the reddest U −V colors. This trend was also
apparent in Figure 6, but it is now apparent that only
star-forming galaxies are contributing to the increase in
scatter and outlier fraction. These galaxies must be ex-
tremely dusty to explain their red colors and they appear
to have highly degenerate redshifts with the current tem-
plate set (Brammer et al., in prep), despite the inclusion
of the old, dusty template. It is noteworthy that this
trend does not exist in the spectroscopic sample, high-
lighting the importance of the 3D-HST grism redshifts in
fully characterizing photometric redshift performance.
These red, dusty star-forming galaxies are an increas-
ingly prevalent population at high redshift (e.g. March-
esini et al. 2010; Muzzin et al. 2013; Marchesini et al.
2014). Estimating the photometric redshifts for galax-
ies that are both red in U-V and V-J colors is helped
by including an appropriate dusty starburst template
(Marchesini et al. 2010), but in general estimating their
photometric redshifts becomes more difficult as the dust
degrades the prominence of the break. Not accounting
for this growing population of galaxies can systematically
place them at the wrong photometric redshifts (March-
esini et al. 2010), significantly influence the observed evo-
lution of the stellar mass function for star-forming galax-
ies (Muzzin et al. 2013), and underestimate star forma-
tion rates (e.g. Fumagalli et al. 2014). However, the Skel-
ton et al. (2014) photometric redshift fits already include
a dusty and old template in the EAZY template set. In
this case, the scatter and outlier fraction of the reddest
galaxies points to a subset of extremely red star-forming
galaxies for which photometric redshifts still consistently
fail.
3.3.2. Photometric Redshift Accuracy from Close Pairs
The analysis in the previous subsection depended on
the use of 3D-HST grism redshifts to estimate ztrue for
10 Bezanson et al.
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galaxies in the photometric catalogs. We perform an in-
dependent test of the photometric redshift accuracy by
following the close pairs analysis described by Quadri &
Williams (2010). Due to the clustered nature of galaxies
throughout space, galaxies which appear very near to one
another projected on the sky are likely to be physically
associated. If both galaxies are at the same true redshift,
then differences in measured redshift will be due to the
measurement and template/fitting errors. Although true
physical pairs cannot be individually identified, Quadri
& Williams (2010) defined a statistical method to uti-
lize the distribution of these redshift differences, subtract
out the contribution of chance alignment to the sample
of close pairs in a survey, and calculate the photomet-
ric redshift errors. Figure 8 shows the redshift distribu-
tions of close pairs, after subtracting the contribution of
random superpositions, for the entire photometric sam-
ple (use phot=1) in each of the 3D-HST fields (in the
F140W footprint) down to the approximate magnitude
limit of the grism redshift sample (HF140W ≤ 24). Pairs
are selected within 2-30 arcseconds of separation, with
the lower limit to avoid erroneous correlations due to
blending in the IRAC images. Errors on the photomet-
ric redshifts of the pairs in the sample are related to a
gaussian fit to the distribution as:
σ(phot) = σ
(
z1− z2
1 + zavg
)
1√
2
(2)
As with the grism redshift comparisons, measured pho-
tometric redshift uncertainty exhibits clear field-to-field
variation (see Section 4 for a more detailed discussion
of inhomogeneous photometric data). We calculate the
overall scatter as the average of all five fields and uti-
lize jackknife resampling to estimate errors given that
the formal errors on each individual gaussian fit are neg-
ligible with respect to field-to-field variation. We calcu-
late the photometric redshift errors following this method
for galaxy pairs in bins of mass, magnitude, color and
redshift, only including pairs for which both galaxies
are included in the selection. Figure 9 shows the mea-
sured photometric redshift errors as a function of stel-
lar mass (left panel), HF140W magnitude (second panel),
rest frame U-V color (third panel), and redshift (right
panel). There is significant variation amongst fields
(see §4), however we find reasonable agreement between
the average error estimated by this methodology (gray
bands) and the σNMAD from direct comparison between
grism and photometric redshifts (shown as gray dashed
lines in each panel for comparison). For an evaluation of
grism redshift accuracy via close pairs analysis, we refer
the reader to Momcheva et al. (2015).
Again these estimates of photometric redshift errors
do not exhibit strong trends with stellar mass or U-V
color (as in Figure 9 from grism redshift tests), although
there is a clear decrease in scatter at the reddest col-
ors. We note that galaxy pairs may sample the galaxy
mass distribution differently than that of the full grism
sample, which could lead to subtle differences in the es-
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Figure 10. Scatter as a function of magnitude as determined
by pairs analysis of galaxies below the magnitude limits of the
grism redshifts. Photometric redshift accuracy continues to dimin-
ish with redshift, with increased scatter of 0.046± 0.005(1 + z) for
the faintest objects with 25 ≤ HF160W < 26.
timates of redshift accuracies. On the other hand, the
pairs-derived photometric errors depend slightly more
strongly on HF140W magnitude. Part of this is due to a
small number of bright (< 20.5) pairs of galaxies, how-
ever the trend extends to faint magnitudes. This may
in part be due to the fact that the grism redshift sam-
ple is less complete below z ∼ 0.7 (see Figure 1). Al-
though we only use grism redshifts with tightened PDFs
to test photometric redshift accuracy, we note that if
residual correlations between photometric and grism red-
shifts depend on galaxy properties, this could alter trends
in redshift performance. In this case, trends evaluated
by the analysis of close pairs could be stronger than for
the grism comparisons. We expect this correlation to
be higher for galaxies without emission lines, particu-
larly those with fainter continuum. This effect could con-
tribute to the differences in scatter with magnitude. On
the other hand, the photometric redshift errors estimated
using close pairs could be artificially diminished by red-
shift “attractors” in photometric redshift space that ar-
tificially place galaxies at the same redshifts (Quadri &
Williams 2010).
Finally, one benefit of photometric redshift accuracy
based on statistical pairs analysis is that it is limited
to the photometric depths, not those of the grism red-
shifts. In the case of the 3D-HST grism catalogs, red-
shift fits can be made to an arbitrary limit, however
we expect that these will only be valuable for galaxies
with emission lines at fainter magnitudes. Therefore, we
have limited our analysis to galaxies with visually in-
spected redshift fits at HF140W < 24. We now extend
the study of close pairs down to a fainter limiting mag-
nitude (HF160W < 26), beyond the limits of the grism
redshift estimates. Figure 10 shows the measured scat-
ter as a function of HF160W magnitude, which is slightly
deeper than HF140W . Indeed photometric redshift ac-
curacy diminishes significantly beyond the limits of the
grism redshifts, with scatter increasing by over a factor
of two below HF160W = 24 and a factor of four across
the whole magnitude range.
4. THE DEPENDENCE OF REDSHIFT ACCURACY ON
FILTERS
All of the five extragalactic fields have extraordinary
photometric coverage; the excellent photometric redshift
accuracy (〈σNMAD〉 . 0.02) results from analysis of the
fully sampled galaxy SEDs. In this Section, we investi-
gate the importance of various categories of photometric
data in determining photometric redshifts. For this anal-
ysis, we rerun EAZY for the 3D-HST photometric catalogs,
including only specific subsets of filters. The EAZY code
includes a redshift prior in the fitting, for which we use
the K band magnitude in the default fitting. In cases
where a K or Ks filter is not included in the subset, we
use an R band magnitude prior. Filter combinations for
each field are included in Table 3, including appropriate
references.
For this test, we compare derived photometric red-
shifts with the spectroscopic and grism redshift measure-
ments of ztrue. Calculated scatter and outlier fractions
between photometric and spectroscopic and photomet-
ric and grism redshifts are included in Table 4. In the
latter comparison, we again only include grism redshifts
with tightened PDFs to minimize the effects of corre-
lated errors on the measured scatter. Full comparisons
are included in Appendix A. Although there are still
variations in the details of photometry in each field, we
classify subsets of photometry into the following cate-
gories: (1) all filters, (2) HST imaging (F606W-F160W),
(3) HST imaging (F435W-F160W), (4) HST and IRAC,
(5) HST, IRAC, and broad-band, ground-based near-
IR imaging, (6) HST, IRAC, and medium-band opti-
cal imaging, (7) HST, IRAC, and medium-band near-IR
imaging, (8) broad-band, ground-based optical and near-
IR imaging, (9) medium-band, ground-based optical and
near-IR imaging. However, we note that the data in-
cluded in each category will still vary in specific filter
sets, photometric depths, and data quality. Scatter and
outlier fractions between photometric and spectroscopic
redshifts in each of these categories and fields is included
in Figure 11 and for photometric and grism redshifts in
Figure 12.
The first thing to notice in Figure 11 is that the scatter
between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts varies
significantly from field to field. This is due to a num-
ber of different factors, including heterogeneity in both
the available photometry and spectroscopic followup in
addition to cosmic variance. Overall scatter is lowest
in the COSMOS field (σNMAD = 0.008) and highest in
GOODS-N (σNMAD = 0.027). This may in part be due
to the optical and near-IR medium band photometry in
the COSMOS field. Scatter is also low in GOODS-S,
where photometry includes medium-band filters in the
optical from the MUSYC survey, whereas the scatter
in AEGIS is somewhat higher (σNMAD = 0.023) even
though the NMBS near-IR medium band filters are in-
cluded. The relative importance of optical medium-band
filters is partially due to the redshift distribution of the
spectroscopic comparison sample, most of which are at
low redshift. Using the grism redshifts, we can overcome
this bias and assess the importance of filters in setting the
photometric redshift accuracy for a more representative
sample.
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Figure 11. Photometric redshift accuracy with different filter combinations compared to spectroscopic redshifts in each 3D-HST field.
Photometric redshift accuracy depends strongly on the photometric bandpasses included in redshift fitting; at these magnitudes and
redshifts blue optical imaging is crucial. Redshift accuracy varies strongly amongst fields, even when similar datasets are included. Some
of this variation may be due to heterogeneous spectroscopic redshift samples across the fields.
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Figure 12. Photometric redshift accuracy with different filter combinations compared to tightened grism redshifts. Again this figure
demonstrates the strong bandpass dependence of photometric redshift accuracy, with uniformly distributed grism redshifts. When all
photometry is included in the fit, there is less variation in redshift quality between fields than in spectroscopic comparison (Figure 11), but
the comparison sample is insufficient to explain all field-to-field variation.
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Table 3
3D-HST/CANDELS Field Filter Subsets
Field Subset Descriptive Label Filters References
AEGIS HST HST(F606W-F160W) F606W, F814W, F125W, F140W, F160W 1, 2, 3
IRAC IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm 4, 5
NMBS medium-band NIR J1, J2, J3, H1, H2, K 6
CFHTLS broad-band optical u, g, r, i, z 7, 8
COSMOS HST HST(F606W-F160W) F606W, F814W, F125W, F140W, F160W 1, 2, 3
IRAC IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm 4, 9
UltraVISTA broad-band NIR Y, J, H, K 10
NMBS medium-band NIR J1, J2, J3, H1, H2, K 6
CFHTLS broad-band optical u, g, r, i, z 7, 8
Subaru broad and medium-band optical B, V, r’, i’, z’, IA427, IA464, IA484, IA505, IA527,
IA624, IA679, IA709, IA738, IA767, IA827
11
GOODS-N HST HST(F435W-F160W) F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F125W,
F140W, F160W
1, 2, 3, 12
IRAC IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm 4, 13
HDFN broad-band optical U, B, V, rc, ic, z’ 14
MODS broad-band NIR J, H, Ks 15
GOODS-S HST HST(F435W-F160W) F435W, F606W, F775W, F814W, F850W,
F125W, F140W, F160W
1, 2, 3, 12
IRAC IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm 4, 13
GaBoDs broad-band optical U38, B, V, Rc, I 16, 17
MUSYC medium-band optical IA427, IA445, IA505, IA527, IA550, IA574, IA598,
IA624, IA651, IA679, IA738, IA767, IA797, IA856
18
FIREWORKS broad-band NIR J, H, Ks 19, 20
UDS HST HST(F606W-F160W) F606W, F814W, F125W, F140W, F160W 1, 2, 3
IRAC IRAC 3.6, 4.5, 5.8, 8.0 µm 4, 21
SXDS broad-band optical B, V, Rc, i’, z’ 22
UKIDSS broad-band NIR J, H, Ks 23
References. — (1) Grogin et al. (2011), (2) Koekemoer et al. (2011), (3) Brammer et al. (2012), (4) Ashby et al. (2013), (5) Barmby
et al. (2008), (6) Whitaker et al. (2011), (7) Erben et al. (2009), (8) Hildebrandt et al. (2009), (9) Sanders et al. (2007), (10) McCracken
et al. (2012), (11) Taniguchi et al. (2007), (12) Giavalisco et al. (2004), (13) Dickinson et al. (2003), (14) Capak et al. (2004), (15) Kajisawa
et al. (2011), (16) Hildebrandt et al. (2006), (17) Erben et al. (2005), (18) Cardamone et al. (2010), (19) Wuyts et al. (2008), (20) Retzlaff
et al. (2010), (21) J. Dunlop et al. in prep., (22) Furusawa et al. (2008), (23) O. Almaini et al. in prep.
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Comparing to grism redshifts has the effect of normal-
izing variable spectroscopic redshift quality and quantity
(Figure 12). In this case, the scatter and outlier fractions
are somewhat more uniform across the five fields when
all filters are included. In fields where HST ACS F435W
imaging is not available (AEGIS, COSMOS, UDS), the
scatter and outlier fraction of photometric redshifts are
significantly higher when only HST imaging is fit. The
inclusion of the blue filter in GOODS-N and GOODS-S
introduces a decrease in scatter when only HST imaging
is used to estimate photometric redshifts, although the
effect is weaker than in the spectroscopic comparison.
This emphasizes the importance of including blue wave-
lengths to identify spectral features such as the Lyman
Break and the stellar bump. Improvements in identify-
ing these features can be made by including deep optical
imaging, in particular medium-band imaging. Another
striking improvement in the photometric redshift accu-
racy is gained with the addition of Spitzer IRAC imaging,
in some cases decreasing the scatter by over a factor of
two.
It is interesting to note that the photometric redshift
accuracy is uniformly worse when compared to the grism
redshift sample than relative to the spectroscopic red-
shift sample, especially in the outlier fractions. This is
likely because the grism redshifts probe regions of pa-
rameter space where photometric redshifts are harder to
measure: fainter galaxies, higher redshifts, and different
galaxy types. Even with HST imaging and Spitzer IRAC
photometry, the outlier fractions range from ∼ 6% to
∼ 19% without the bluer HST imaging. Systematics in
these redshift measurements are examined in individual
fields in the Appendix. This highlights the utility of the
3D-HST sample, but also emphasizes the importance of
assessing the breadth of any spectroscopic sample used
to evaluate photometric redshift performance.
We emphasize that collapsing the redshift accuracy
into these three measures disguises systematics intro-
duced by different filter combinations. For example, low
redshift (z . 0.5 − 1) galaxies are particularly driving
the increased scatter in photometric redshift when only
HST imaging (F616W -F160W ) is included. We included
detailed figures including the redshift scatter in each in-
dividual field in Appendix A.
5. PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT PROBABILITY
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
In addition to fitting a single-valued photometric red-
shift estimate, the EAZY code produces individual prob-
ability distribution functions. These PDFs provide an
estimate of the likelihood that the galaxy lies at a given
true redshift. Until this point, we have adopted the red-
shift with the maximum likelihood (zpeak) as the photo-
metric redshift for each galaxy. For certain applications,
we would like to incorporate the uncertainly on photo-
metric redshift and ideally utilize the entire PDF func-
tion to describe the probability that the galaxy lies at a
given ztrue. This technique has been proven to signifi-
cantly improve measurement uncertainties, for example
it can increase the S/N of clustering measurements by a
factor equivalent to an increase in survey size of ∼ 2− 3
(Myers et al. 2009). In this Section, we investigate the
ability of the EAZY-generated PDFs to predict the ztrue
values for the ensemble of 3D-HST galaxies.
5.1. Photometric Redshift Confidence Intervals
A key question regarding photometric redshift perfor-
mance is whether the scatter between measured and true
redshifts is primarily driven by uncertainties in the pho-
tometric redshift estimates. For this, we test the redshift
deviations for individual galaxies relative to their esti-
mated confidence intervals. Figure 13 we show the dis-
tribution of deviations (zphot − ztrue) normalized by the
68% (left panel), 95% (center panel), and 99.7% photo-
metric redshift confidence intervals. Each panel includes
two samples: the orange histogram indicates the distri-
bution for a comparison with independent grism redshifts
(with narrowed PDFs) and a purple histogram for the
spectroscopic sample. Although the normalization be-
tween the two samples and confidence intervals differs,
each is characterized by a gaussian central peak in addi-
tion to broader wings. Best-fit gaussians are fit to each
distribution and standard deviations are indicated in the
legend of each panel. These gaussian distributions con-
tain roughly 90% of galaxies in each panel.
For fully representative photometric redshift errors, we
would expect a gaussian of width σ = 1.0 for the 68%
confidence interval and σ = 1/2, 1/3 when redshift devi-
ations are normalized by the 2, 3σ errors. Like Dahlen
et al. (2013), we find that the photometric redshift PDFs
are too narrow in each confidence interval. However, the
factor by which the PDFs would need to be broadened
differs for each test. At the 68% confidence level, the pho-
tometric PDFs are a factor of ∼ 1.2 too narrow, whereas
the tails of the PDFs are further underestimated, requir-
ing a factor of ∼ 1.6 to explain the observed scatter be-
tween photometric and true redshift.
To complicate the situation, this discrepancy is not
uniform amongst galaxy types. Figure 14 further dis-
sects the trends in uncertainty underestimation by galaxy
stellar mass, apparent magnitude, rest-frame U-V color,
redshift, and χ2 from the photometric redshift fit us-
ing the sample of galaxies with narrowed grism PDFs.
As for the total sample, the underestimation of the 68%
confidence interval for photometric redshift errors is less
than for the 95% and 99.7% confidence intervals. Fur-
thermore, we see clear trends that this depends on galaxy
properties. In contrast with the measured scatter in pho-
tometric redshifts with stellar mass, photometric redshift
errors are decreasingly well calibrated with increasing
mass. Aside from the brightest galaxies, which appear
to have appropriate error estimates, the normalized scat-
ter does not depend strongly on apparent magnitude or
galaxy color. However, the uncertainties are underesti-
mated by an increasing ∼ 1.1 at low redshifts to ∼ 1.6
at z ∼ 2.5. Finally, for very poorly fit photometric red-
shifts (χ2 & 100), the scatter in redshifts is vastly under
predicted by EAZY by up to a factor of ∼ 2.5. The right
panel indicates strong correlation between photometric
redshift scatter, as normalized by the redshift confidence
intervals; at the largest χ2 values this normalization may
include the entire allowed redshift range, driving gaussian
widths back to 1.0.
5.2. PDF width and quantifying catastrophic outliers
In the previous Section, we demonstrated that the er-
ror estimates for the majority of galaxies are underesti-
mated by approximately a factor of 1.2− 1.3 by looking
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Figure 13. Redshift deviations normalized by 68%, 95%, and 99,7% confidence intervals for photometric redshifts ((zphot−ztrue)/(σphot)
in the left panel, (zphot − ztrue)/(2σphot) in the center panel and (zphot − ztrue)/(3σphot) in the right panel). Comparisons between
photometric redshifts and spectroscopic redshifts (purple) or narrowed grism redshifts (orange) yield similar distribution shapes. Both
exhibit roughly gaussian distributions (fits are indicated with dashed lines) but σ ∼ 1.2, 0.6, 0.4 suggesting that the redshift PDFs are
narrower than the observed scatter in redshift by a factor of ∼ 1.2.
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Figure 14. Underestimate factor for photometric redshift errors as a function of galaxy properties: stellar mass, apparent magnitude,
U-V color, redshift, and photo-z χ2 as measured by fitting gaussians to the scatter in redshift deviations from grism redshifts normalized
by photometric error as in Figure 13. The dotted black line at unity indicates the value at which errors explain the observed redshift
scatter. Solid lines indicate scatter normalized by 1σ error, which is always slightly lower than the 2σ(3σ) width multiplied by a factor of
two(three), indicating that the PDFs are too narrow to explain the photometric redshift scatter, particularly in the tails of the distribution.
at the distribution of scatter between photometric and
grism redshifts. However, there are tails of the distri-
bution of redshift scatter for which the errors cannot be
described by a gaussian distribution. We now investigate
the properties of these outliers. Following Dahlen et al.
(2013), if the redshift error estimates are accurate for the
entire population of galaxies, ∼ 68% of galaxies will have
68% confidence intervals that include ztrue and likewise
for the 95% and 99.7% confidence intervals.
Figure 15 indicates the fraction of galaxies within the
68%, 95% and 99.7% confidence intervals as black cir-
cles for the entire sample (left panel) and the sam-
ple for which zgrism falls within the 99.7% photometric
redshift confidence interval (right panel). Colored dia-
monds demonstrate the fractions measured by artificially
broadening the confidence intervals. One-to-one corre-
spondence relations are included as black dotted lines.
Clearly, the fraction of galaxies within a given confidence
interval is well below the predicted value, partially due to
underestimated errors. Even by extending the confidence
intervals by a range of factors, there is always a frac-
tion of galaxies for after cropping catastrophic outliers,
defined such that zgrism lies well outside the 3σ error
estimates. These catastrophic fitting failures drive the
overall fractions lower than can be explained by inflat-
ing error bars alone. In the right panel, we demonstrate
that by excluding these outliers (approximately 10% of
galaxies) and then broadening the error estimates by a
factor of 1.2− 1.3 found in the previous Section produc-
ing general agreement between the confidence intervals
and redshift distributions of galaxies.
These fractions do not depend strongly on galaxy prop-
erties. In Figure 16 we show trends in these fractions as a
function of stellar mass, HF140W magnitude, rest-frame
U-V color, and grism redshift. Average values are indi-
cated as solid, horizontal lines and trends with galaxy
properties are shown in blue for the 1σ confidence in-
terval, dashed green for 2σ, and dotted red for 3σ. In
each case, roughly 10% of galaxies lie outside of the 3σ
confidence intervals. When using a purely photometric
sample of galaxies, this will correspond to noise in galaxy
counts that will not be accounted for by photometric
redshift uncertainties. This outlier rate is significantly
higher than the outlier rates in zphot versus zgrism com-
parisons but may also be important to include for studies
that include photometric redshift error estimates.
5.3. How well do photometric PDFs predict true
redshifts?
In this Section we investigate the use of the full photo-
metric redshift PDF as opposed to a single valued photo-
metric redshift with errorbars. In particular, this could
be important for galaxies that have multipeaked PDFs.
We show an example galaxy from the catalog in Figure
17. The P (z) for the galaxy in redshift bins is included in
the left panel, along labeled photometric redshift (blue)
and grism redshift (red dotted line and star). Confidence
intervals are indicated by blue (68%), green (95%), and
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Figure 15. Fraction of galaxies with zgrism within photometric redshift confidence intervals. The full sample is included in the left panel,
with only galaxies for which zgrism falls within the 99.7% confidence intervals. Overall ∼ 10% of galaxies will have grossly underestimated
photometric redshift uncertainties, and confidence intervals are too narrow by a factor of ∼ 1.2.
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Figure 16. Trends in the fraction of galaxies for which grism redshifts fall within photometric redshift confidence intervals (blue solid,
green dashed, red dotted correspond to 1, 2, 3 − σ. Average values are indicated by thick horizontal lines and expected 68%, 95%, and
99.7% values are indicated by thin colored lines.
red (99.7%) errorbars. For this galaxy, the photometric
redshift is assigned at the center of the most dominant
peak of the PDF however the grism redshift reveals that
the second peak is the location of the true redshift for
this galaxy. In this specific case, the full PDF gives a
clearer understanding of the uncertainties on the pho-
tometric redshift. Although the errorbars are somewhat
broad, the actual redshift is well constrained between two
narrower ranges.
To test the impact of such multipeaked PDFs, we rank
redshift bins by P(z) in the PDF of every galaxy (as in
the center panel of Figure 17) and estimate the cumu-
lative probability that corresponds to the redshift bin
in which the grism redshift lies (right panel). In this
specific example, grism redshift lies on a second redshift
peak, outside of the 68% confidence interval; calculated
in this way the P (z grism) = 0.224. With this com-
puted for each galaxy in the tightened grism sample,
we repeat the test of enclosed fractions as a function
of galaxy properties. Figure 18 presents the fraction of
galaxies for which zgrism falls within the three defined
confidence intervals. The average values for these frac-
tions are remarkably similar to those derived via stan-
dard uncertainties. One can imagine problematic PDF
with widely-separated multiple peaks for which the con-
fidence intervals defined by the EAZY code could over-
estimate the uncertainty, even though the errors on the
whole are narrow with respect to the observed scatter. In
practice, we don’t find evidence that this is a dominant
effect, likely because the subset of these significantly mul-
tipeaked PDFs is small and therefore the average frac-
tion of true redshifts that fall within a given confidence
interval is largely independent of the method used to de-
termine confidence intervals. Although for the most part
we find similar trends in fractions with galaxy proper-
ties as in Figure 16, we do find a fairly strong trend of
decreasing fractions of correctly estimated errors within
each interval with increasing stellar mass. This is con-
sistent with the trend in uncertainty normalized scatter
which increases with stellar mass, as shown in Figure 14.
We now shift to a related issue, and investigate how
well the photometric redshifts can recover redshift distri-
butions of a sample of galaxies. We compare the overall
redshift distribution (both of the spectroscopic sample
and of the tightened grism sample) to the distribution
of single-valued photometric redshifts and those derived
by bootstrap resampling of the individual photometric
PDFs. The redshift histogram and cumulative distribu-
tions for the spectroscopic sample is presented in Figure
19 and for the grism sample in Figure 20. We empha-
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Figure 17. Photometric PDF for sample galaxy AEGIS-8966. Photometric redshift is labeled with vertical, dashed blue line, grism redshift
with red dotted line and red star and color-coding in each panel corresponds to the P(z) value. Note that the photometric redshift lies in
the most likely peak of the PDF, but the true redshift lies on the second peak. Second and third panels include rank-order distribution of
P(z) bins (and cumulative P(z)) with the location of zgrism indicated again by the star.
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Figure 18. Trends in the fraction of galaxies for which grism redshifts fall within photometric redshift confidence intervals as measured
from rank-ordered photometric PDFs. Color coding and resulting average fractions are extremely similar to those measured from confidence
intervals in Figure 16, which suggests that confidence intervals estimated by EAZY from the CDFs are sufficient.
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Figure 19. Distribution and cumulative distribution of spectro-
scopic redshifts (black histograms), photometric redshifts (green),
and Monte-Carlo sampling of photometric PDFs (blue). Full dis-
tributions agree extremely well and although a KS-test between
the spectroscopic distribution and that of the photometric samples
do not suggest that they are drawn from the same distribution, the
distributions deviate by less than 3% for the photometric redshifts
and ∼ 4% for the MC sampled PDFs.
size that while we expect the photometric and true red-
shift distributions to be similar, measurement errors and
catastrophic outliers will broaden the photometric red-
shift distributions. Therefore, these distributions should
fail a simple Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test from a sta-
tistical standpoint, however the K-S statistic D, or the
maximum distance between each cumulative distribution
functions, is still an informative metric of the relative
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Figure 20. Distribution and cumulative distribution of redshifts,
as in Figure 19, for comparison with grism redshifts. Again the
cumulative distributions of grism and photometric redshifts agree
to within ∼ 2% and MC sampled PDFs to within ∼ 3%
similarity of the two distributions.
In Figure 19, the two-sided KS test between the spec-
troscopic and z peak redshift distributions indeed sug-
gests a very low probability that the two samples are
drawn from the same distribution. However we find ex-
cellent agreement between the two histograms, with max-
imum deviations of less than 3%. The distribution of
Monte-Carlo sampled redshifts exhibits a larger devia-
tion, but still agrees to within 4% with the spectroscopic
redshifts. We interpret this as due to the additional scat-
ter to each galaxy due to the PDF resampling. The com-
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Figure 21. Simulated photometric redshift performance for the LSST survey with u, g, r, i, z, y filters created by adding noise to the
3D-HST photometric catalog in COSMOS. Scatter predicted by mock galaxy catalogs is indicated by a dotted red line (Ascaso et al. 2015).
Below z ∼ 1, the accuracy is quite good when compared to the spectroscopic redshift sample ∆z/(1 + z) ∼ 0.02. However, when the
fainter and more representative grism redshift comparison sample is included, the scatter clearly depends strongly with redshift, increasing
to ∼ 0.04 by z ∼ 1.25 and 0 ∼ 0.07 by z ∼ 2.5. Additionally, while the outlier fraction is excellent below z ∼ 1 for brighter spectroscopic
redshifts, the percentage of |∆z| > 0.1 outliers increases from ∼ 5% to ∼ 25% at z ∼ 2.5.
parison with grism redshifts (Figure 20) yields similar re-
sults: 2% deviation for the comparison with z peak and
3% deviations for the resampled redshifts.
The full redshift distributions are not statistically con-
sistent in either case, however given their similarity there
are benefits to using the full redshift PDF. We note that
although the distributions are more similar for the com-
parison with the single-valued zpeak photometric redshift
estimates, there are instances in which the full redshift
PDF carries additional useful information. For example,
in the case of a multi-peaked PDF the zpeak carries only
information about the most likely redshift, even when the
secondary peak may be nearly as significant. Sampling
the entire PDF will scatter the redshifts for all galax-
ies, hence the increased deviations, but for multi-peaked
PDFs will capture all possible solutions, given the fitting
methodologies and templates. We conclude that photo-
metric redshifts can reproduce the true redshift distribu-
tion of galaxies in a sample to a few percent accuracy,
but emphasize that because these deviations may depend
on the galaxy properties the effects of using photometric
redshifts should be carefully modeled.
6. PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT ACCURACY IN
SIMULATED SURVEYS
In addition to characterizing the performance of photo-
metric redshifts in the 3D-HST survey, this vast dataset
can be used to predict or estimate the redshift accuracy
in other surveys with similar photometric data. In this
Section, we extend our analysis to predict the photo-
metric redshift accuracy in three major planned datasets
using the 3D-HST catalogs: the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST), the Dark Energy Survey (DES), and
DES combined with the Vista Hemisphere Survey (VHS).
Because both of these surveys are planned to include a
Y-band filter, we limit this exercise to the COSMOS field
where ground-based Y band imaging is included from the
UltraVista Survey (McCracken et al. 2012). In each case
we add noise to the 3D-HST catalogs to match the cited
target depths of these surveys. Although the catalogs are
based on real data, we refer to them as data simulations.
We use the EAZY code to fit photometric redshifts to the
resulting catalogs and analyze the photometric redshift
accuracy for each simulated survey.
6.1. LSST Survey
The LSST survey is planned to image
>10,000 deg2 in u, g, r, i, z, y filters down to
26.1, 27.4, 27.5, 26.8, 26.1, 24.9 5-σ limiting magni-
tudes in the final coadded images (Ivezic et al. 2008).
The 3D-HST catalog in the COSMOS field includes
imaging in each of these bands, however the g, r and z
band imaging from the CFHTLS survey (Erben et al.
2005; Hildebrandt et al. 2009) is slightly shallower
than the proposed LSST depths. The differences are
extremely small, less than ∼ 0.3 magnitudes in each
case. We add noise to the other catalog fluxes (u, i, Y )
to the planned depths prior to fitting photometric
redshifts.
Results of the photometric redshift performance for the
simulated LSST survey are shown in Figure 21. The
top row includes a comparison of photometric and spec-
troscopic redshifts, the bottom row of photometric and
grism redshifts. Each row includes a zphot versus ztrue
scatter plot, average bias 〈∆z〉 = (zphot − ztrue)/(1 +
ztrue), scatter, and outlier fraction as a function of red-
shift. Ascaso et al. (2015) also conducted a simula-
tion of the LSST survey using mock redshift catalogs
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Figure 22. Photometric redshift performance in the simulated DES survey (g, r, i, z, y filters). Photometric redshift accuracy will depend
strongly on redshift, with a significant outlier fraction (& 20%) except at 0.5 < z < 1.0. These systematics will be improved significantly by
including near-IR photometry, e.g. from the VHS survey, as shown in Figure 23. Red dashed lines indicate measured redshift performance
with DES science verification data as estimated for a sample of bright objects with spectroscopic redshifts (Banerji et al. 2015).
based on dark matter halos from the Millennium Simula-
tion (Springel et al. 2005) and GALFORM semi-analytic
models (Cole et al. 2000; Bower et al. 2006). Average val-
ues from the current study are indicated by gray bands
and predictions from Ascaso et al. (2015) study are indi-
cated by red dotted lines.
We find that a comparison with only spectroscopic red-
shifts yields a fairly optimistic view of z < 1 photometric
redshifts in the LSST survey, predicting σNMAD ∼ 0.02
and very few outliers. However, when the full sample
of grism redshifts is included in the test, the measured
scatter increases significantly, spanning from ∼ 2% at
z ∼ 0.25 to ∼ 7% at z ∼ 2. Additionally, the number of
catastrophic outliers increases dramatically with redshift
from 5% to 25%. Ascaso et al. (2015) performed similar
tests using mock catalogs and found slightly more opti-
mistic results, with NMAD scatter spanning∼ 0.03−0.04
(red dashed lines in NMAD and outlier panels). Aside
from the lowest redshift bin, where the COSMOS field
is small and the grism adds little to the redshift deter-
mination, photometric redshift accuracy predicted from
the mock catalogs is optimistic. Estimates from mock
catalogs are lower by up to a factor of two compared to
simulations leveraging real data.
6.2. DES and VHS Surveys
The DES survey is a photometric survey of 5000 deg2
of the southern sky that includes grizY imaging using
the Dark Energy Camera (Flaugher 2005; Diehl & For
Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2012). According to
the survey description document 11, the target 5-σ limit-
ing magnitudes for point sources in the DES survey will
be 26.5, 26.0, 25.4, 24.7, and 23.0. As each of these limits
11 http://www.darkenergysurvey.org/survey/des-description.pdf
is shallower than the imaging in COSMOS, we are able to
accurately create a simulated catalog. Additionally, the
DES footprint overlaps with the VISTA Hemisphere Sur-
vey (VHS) which can complement the DES optical data
with near-IR JHK imaging over ∼ 20, 000 deg2 down to
limiting magnitudes of 21.5, 21.16, 20.3 (McMahon et al.
2013).
Figure 22 demonstrates the photometric redshift per-
formance for the spectroscopic and grism samples in the
simulated DES survey and Figure 23 includes both DES
and VHS filters. For the DES filters alone, we find that
the photometric redshift scatter will be higher than for
the LSST (∼ 5%) and will increase to ∼ 8% by a red-
shift of 2.5. This is partially due to the omission of the
u filter and shallower depths of the DES survey. Ad-
ditionally, from the grism sample, we predict that the
outlier fraction will be quite high with only DES imag-
ing (∼ 20%). These estimates are somewhat different
from those found in a study by Banerji et al. (2015) (red
dashed line on Figures 22 and 23), which found very sim-
ilar scatter, but lower outlier fractions. We note that
Banerji et al. (2015) adopted a slightly different defini-
tion (∆z/(1 + z) > 0.15). We include outliers defined in
this way as a black dashed line in Figures 22 and 23 and
find closer agreement between the two studies.
We find that the addition of near-IR photometry with
the VHS specifications improves the photometric redshift
performance dramatically, in contrast with the findings
of Banerji et al. (2015). When these data are included,
the mean NMAD scatter decreases to ∼ 3%, with an
increase to ∼ 5% above z & 1.5. In a comparison with
the grism redshifts, which will be less biased than the
spectroscopic catalogs used by Banerji et al. (2015), we
find a lower outlier fraction of ∼ 6% versus 10%. This
average value decreases even further with the less strict
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Figure 23. Photometric redshift performance in the simulated combined DES and VHS surveys (ugrizyJHKs filters) from spectroscopic
and grism samples. Errors in photometric redshifts will be ∼ 3% on average, ranging up to ∼ 5% at z ∼ 2.5 with ∼ 3 − 13% outliers.
Photometric redshift scatter and outlier fraction is lower in this dataset than in Banerji et al. (2015), suggesting the importance of including
near-IR photometry from the VHS survey for photometric redshift performance.
outlier threshold (∆z/(1 + z) > 0.15)
We emphasize that simulations like those presented in
this Section are overly simplistic. The filters used in
planned or on-going surveys may not exactly match those
used in the 3D-HST catalogs. Furthermore, although we
attempt to match quoted catalog depths, there will natu-
rally be differences in image quality (e.g. seeing) and red-
shift fitting methodology that will influence photometric
redshift performance. In particular, the COSMOS cata-
logs are HST-detected, therefore ground-based photom-
etry will suffer more dramatically from blending. Fur-
thermore, the redshift accuracy in the COSMOS field is
excellent when only the broad-band optical and near-IR
imaging is included (see e.g. Figure 12), therefore these
estimates could further be a generous estimate of photo-
metric redshift performance in the planned surveys. We
emphasize the discrepancies between the mock and em-
pirical predictions presented in this Section and suggest
the importance of including empirical tests with repre-
sentative spectroscopic samples in addition to mock sim-
ulations in order to robustly predict photometric redshift
accuracy.
7. SUMMARY
Studies of the high redshift Universe are increasingly
reliant on photometric redshifts to probe fainter targets
in scope and variety than are inaccessible to even the
most ambitious spectroscopic campaigns. The goal of
this Paper is to assess and quantify the photometric red-
shift accuracy in the 3D-HST photometric catalogs. We
summarize the major findings below:
• The 3D-HST photometric catalogs consist of PSF-
matched aperture photometry across ∼ 900 square
arcminutes in the CANDELS extragalactic field,
including ground and spaced-based imaging from
0.3− 8.0µm. Overall, photometric redshift quality
in the catalogs, calculated using EAZY (Brammer
et al. 2008), is excellent, with an overall character-
istic scatter of ∆z/(1 + z) ∼ 0.02 down to H = 24.
This result is fairly robust to measurement tech-
nique, e.g. comparison with spectroscopic or grism
redshifts versus galaxy pair counts, although it
does vary amongst the five fields by ±0.006.
• The characteristic, or NMAD, scatter does not
depend strongly on galaxy stellar mass or U-V
rest-frame color, however we do find significant
variations in the fraction of catastrophic outliers
(∆z/(1+z) > 0.1). Photometric redshift scatter in-
creases by ∼ 1−2%(1+z) with apparent magnitude
(down to the limiting magnitude of HF140W = 24)
and redshift (out to z ∼ 2.5− 3). Analysis of close
pairs suggests that redshift accuracy further de-
grades for fainter objects, reaching ∼ 0.046(1 + z)
at HF160W = 26.
• We confirm that the error estimates and PDFs pro-
duced by the EAZY code are narrow with respect to
the photometric redshift scatter, but this underes-
timation cannot be improved by uniformly broad-
ening the PDFs. Furthermore, errors in photomet-
ric redshift estimates do not capture the outlier be-
havior. However, the effect on the derived overall
properties of a sample may be subtle; the overall
spectroscopic/grism and photometric redshift dis-
tributions as probed by single valued estimates and
full PDFs agree to within∼3−4%. In many specific
cases, such as deriving luminosity or mass func-
tions, scatter and outliers can tend to bias the de-
rived properties. Although the size of this bias is
not immediately calculable, it must be simulated
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for any given survey, magnitude limit, and redshift
range.
• Finally, a fraction of the field-to-field variation
in photometric redshift quality can be attributed
to the heterogenous nature of available imaging
bands. We investigate the contribution of vari-
ous filter combinations on the derived redshift ac-
curacy, highlighting the dramatic impact driven
by the inclusion of Spitzer-IRAC photometry, blue
(F435W) HST photometry, and medium-band fil-
ters particularly in the optical.
The conclusions from this paper extend far beyond the
use of the 3D-HST catalogs and can be applied in the
interpretation of current surveys for which grism spec-
troscopy is not available. Furthermore, the systematics
in redshift accuracy can be used in the planning of future
surveys. To illustrate this possibility, we included simula-
tions of photometric redshift performance in the LSST,
DES, and DES plus VHS datasets in §6. This type of
empirical simulation could more realistically reflect the
input galaxy population than a spectroscopic or mock
catalog, which could yield overly optimistic estimates for
redshift accuracy.
Additionally, the demonstrated filter-dependence can
influence survey design choices. For example, the inclu-
sion of blue (F435W) imaging in the GOODS fields sig-
nificantly improved both the scatter and outlier fractions.
One key question in planning photometric surveys is the
balance between depth in broad filters and shallower
imaging in narrower filters. The significant improvement
in photometric redshift accuracy, especially in the outlier
fraction, due to the inclusion of medium band imaging for
the current sample, centered at 1 < z < 2, can inform
future studies of the earlier Universe. Similar medium
band imaging in the Near-IR, as used by the Newfirm
Medium Band Survey (NMBS) (Whitaker et al. 2011)
and FourStar Galaxy Evolution Survey (ZFOURGE) sur-
vey (I. Labbe´ et al., in preparation) could be crucial for
future studies at higher redshift to maximize confidence
in redshift estimates for individual galaxies as opposed
to their statistical properties.
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APPENDIX
FIELD TO FIELD VARIATION IN PHOTOMETRIC REDSHIFT ACCURACY
For the most part, we have treated the 3D-HST catalogs as a uniform photometric sample. However, aside from
the availability of optical and near-IR HST imaging and Spitzer IRAC photometry, each field includes a heterogenous
collection of photometry and spectroscopic redshifts. In this Appendix, we show the scatter between photometric
redshifts and true redshifts (grism and spectroscopic) for each field and subset of photometry (Figures 24 and 25).
Panels in each figure are divided into fields, with the redshifts from the full photometric catalog included in the top
left panel (gray points) and redshifts measured from subsets of filters in the additional panels (blue points). Figure
24 includes comparisons with spectroscopic redshifts and Figure 25 with grism redshifts. Measured scatter and outlier
fractions are included in Table 4.
These figures illuminate some of the reasons for the strong field-to-field variance in photometric redshift scatter and
outlier fractions shown in Figures 11 and 12. In Figure 24 it is apparent that the spectroscopic redshift follow-up varies
wildly from field-to-field. For example, GOODS-N exhibits significantly more scatter than the other fields, however it
also includes much better sampling of z > 1 galaxies e.g. than COSMOS, which has a amazingly tight relationship
between photometric and spectroscopic redshifts. On the other hand, GOOD-S also includes a large number of high
redshift galaxies, but much lower NMAD scatter.
Differences in spectroscopic datasets do not explain the full field-to-field variation as the variations persist in compar-
isons with grism redshifts (Figure 25), where the redshift coverage should be approximately uniform. Still COSMOS
and GOODS-S, which both have medium band optical imaging, have the most accurate photometric redshifts. These
optical filters appear to have a greater effect than medium band filters in the near-IR, which are included in the AEGIS
and COSMOS fields from the NMBS Survey (Whitaker et al. 2011). We expect this is due to the redshift distribution
probed by the grism; at higher redshifts, such deep medium band imaging should be increasingly important.
We find many systematics are introduced by including various subsets of photometric bands in the redshift fitting.
Although we have discussed some of these trends in Section 4, we include all tests in separate panels in these figures
to illustrate some of the systematic redshift failures that are behind the increased scatter and catastrophic failure
rates. For example, it is clear that IRAC photometry breaks an important degeneracy that systematically narrows the
distribution of photometric redshifts towards z ∼ 0.7, improves the accuracy at z ∼ 2, and discriminates between low
redshift (z < 1) and very high redshift galaxies (z ∼ 4−5).
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Figure 24. Photometric versus Spectroscopic redshifts in the 3D-HST/CANDELS fields for different filter combinations. Fits to the full
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Table 4
Photometric Redshift Accuracy with Filters
Spectroscopic Redshift Comparison Grism Redshift Comparison
Field Subsets σNMAD Outlier % σNMAD Outlier %
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